RECONCILIATION OF CLASSIC AND ROMANTIC  II
they say, ate, to a large extent, a Celtic race.1 The
northern tribes that spread over Italy at the disruption
of the Roman Empire soon, as a matter of fact, ceased
to be Germans or Celts; they became good South
Europeans, as completely as the child of foreign
parents, born and brought up in England, becomes In
most cases indistingulshably an English child. And
have we not seen the people of the American continent
moulding themselves into an ethnological unit of the
Anglo-Saxon type in spite of their most extraordinarily
heterogeneous origins ?
But are we really to accept Madame de StaeFs
distinctions ? To begin with, her discrimination
between the literatures of north and south has no
application to the pre-Renaissance period. Mediaeval
literature Is not divisible Into north and south accord-
Ing to the lines which she has laid down. The
mediaeval poetry of France Is quite as northern, or,
If we will, " Romantic", as that of Germany or
Iceland* And Is not the great literature of Spain, even
In post-Renaissance times, predominantly Romantic
and un-ClassIc ? Cervantes is a great Romantic
writer, so are Calderon and Lope. Again, by all the
accepted criteria of Romanticism, Dante and Ariosto
and Tasso are surely Romantic poets. In a little book
on Schiller, published many years ago, I dwelt on the
comparative failure of Schiller to create a specifically
national type of tragedy as being due to his apostasy
from Germanic ideals; to his too ready acceptance
of the dramatic dogma of France and especially of
Voltaire.* But in this particular, I admit now that my
argument needs considerable modification. At the
same time Schiller is a Classic and not a Romantic
poet; and so is Goethe in his maturity. Thus the
two greatest poets of the wholly un~Latin literature of
1 Cp. D*Arbois de Jubainvillc, Les Celtes depms ks temps les plus anciens,
Paris, 1904., p. xi.
56 Schiller after a Century, Edinburgh, 1905. Cp. B. Croce, " Poesia
gertnatiica c poesla Latina ", in, Problem* dl Ustctica^ Bari, 1910, pp. 458 ff.

